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Nina Blazon, born in 1969
in Koper, Slovenia, studied
German language and
literature. She loves reading
fairytales from other
countries, but it is during
her journeys of adventure
that she finds inspiration for
her books. She particularly
likes Iceland. Real elves and
trolls, the tracks of which
Nina Blazon set out to
follow, are said to live here
between the glaciers and
volcanoes. You can find out
a lot of what she discovered
in Pebble's adventures.
Billy Bock lives and works
in Berlin. She is a graduate
in communications design
and illustrates and designs
children's books. She
particularly has fun
developing her own
projects for the senses,
from feel-and-stroke books
to 3D pop-up books. Every
detail is important to her

There is a colourful mixture of all sorts of fairy peoples living in
Violet Valley, well protected between rugged mountains. Not
always do the river elves and the fire fairies agree about
everything, but they throw wild parties and have lots of
adventures with the flower fairies and stone elves. They've
always had to be especially careful with the sinister night
elves … Or haven't they? The inquisitive little Pebble is
determined to find out what these sinister characters are
really like.
Luckily Pebble has some friends like flower fairy Liliane and
mini-monster Mino, who are at hand with help and advice!
• A glitzy group of faithful friends and a fast-paced race by the
river
• Magically charming illustrations by Billy Bock
Press
"A richly and colourfully illustrated book." Hamburger
Morgenpost
"suited for all age six and up who love elves and adventures
with friends" Westdeutsche Allgemeine
"An imaginative, magical start of the new book series for fans
of elves." Yango Medien – Westfälische Nachrichten
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and she sometimes even
letters titles by hand. She
places particular value on
humour and playful aspects.
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